SILENT-TREAD™
Acoustical Underlayment

For use with laminate,
hardwood, ceramic tile,
and engineered wood
ﬂoor systems, Ultimate
RB’s SILENT-TREAD is
designed to dramatically
reduce room-to-room and
in-room ambient noise.

SILENT-TREAD Acoustical Underlayment Beneﬁts
Superior Noise Reduction

Easy Installation

Crush Proof

20-Year Limited Lifetime Warranty

Environmentally Friendly

Outperformed Competition

SILENT-TREAD is an acoustical underlayment designed to dramatically reduce
sound transmission within a room and ﬂoor to ﬂoor. When installed in a properly
designed ﬂooring system, SILENT-TREAD can enable a building to meet and exceed
national building code and sound reduction requirements. SILENT-TREAD is the
superior choice for high-rises, oﬃce buildings, hotels, multi-family buildings, or
simply for the personal comfort of the homeowner. In head-to-head testing for sound
reduction, SILENT-TREAD outperformed the competition in actual ﬁeld installations.
The recycled rubber granules provide superior compression resistance so you can
enjoy their beneﬁts much longer than with most other underlayments.
Solid rubber is without a doubt the most resilient underlayment available. In fact, 2mm
of rubber underlayment is equal to 6mm of the next best performing underlayment.

Why Is Underlayment So Important?
Your ﬂoor is only as good as the surface it is installed over. Recent innovation in
laminate, hardwood, engineered wood, and tile continue to exhibit the “hollow” or
“pingy” sound with foot traﬃc, voices, radio, TC, etc. When SILENT-TREAD is the
underlayment of choice, it absorbs the sounds waves inside the room and blocks
other sound transmission to the room below. SILENT-TREAD is fabricated from
thousands of small rubber granules and oﬀers superior underfoot comfort for
standing, walking, or exercising.
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SILENT-TREAD Underlayment Speciﬁcations
Underlayment Dimensions
Width
Standard: 4’ (1.22m)

Underlayment Speciﬁcations
Item

test

standard

weight

lbs/sq.ft

thickness 5mm

0.95

rating

Thickness
Standard: .078” (2mm) to .472” (12mm)

density

lbs/cu.ft.

astm 3574

65

Length

compression resistance

@25% (cfd)

astm d3574

330

Standard: 25’ (7.62m) & 50’ (15.24m)

compression set

@25%

*astm d3574

8%

r-value

resistance

astm c518

0.49

tensile strengh

psi

astm d412

Binder
Synthetic Polymer

206

note: Physical properties can vary by product

º

*at 78 for 22 hours (%)

type. Information above applies to this product only.

Most building codes require an STC and IIC of 50 to pass. The below independent 3rd party testing illustrates that Ultimate
RB SILENT-TREAD underlayment allows ﬂoor surfaces like laminates, engineered wood, and ceramic tile products to pass
building code.
Sound Transmission Class (STC): Is a rating of how well a building ﬂoor attenuates (reduces) airborne sound, such as music
and TV.
Impact Insulation Class (IIC): Is a rating of how well a building ﬂoor attenuates (reduces) impact sounds, such as footsteps.
Delta IIC: This is one of the most important numbers. It shows the actual improvement made by adding underlayment. Also, it
reduces testing bias.

Quality underlayment like Ultimate RB SILENT-TREAD is essential because most ﬂooring such as laminates,
engineered wood, and ceramic tile ﬂooring will not pass building code without some type underlayment.
SILENT-TREAD Underlayment Testing Results
Brand

Material Part #

Thickness

Floor Covering

STC

IIC

Delta IIC

Ultimate RB SILENT-TREAD

106s

2mm

Wood

62

65

22

Ultimate RB SILENT-TREAD

106s

5mm

Wood

63

67

24

Ultimate RB SILENT-TREAD

106s

10mm

Wood

62

66

23

Ultimate RB SILENT-TREAD

106s

2mm

Ceramic Tile

63

61

18

Ultimate RB SILENT-TREAD

106s

5mm

Ceramic Tile

63

63

20

Results are from 3rd Party independent testing utilizing 6” Concrete Slab with Ceiling.

Warranty
SILENT-TREAD Acoustical Underlayment carries a 20-year limited warranty for defects in material and workmanship.
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